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The newest edition of *IT Connections*, the Office of Information Technology's on-line newsletter, is now available. This newsletter is intended to help keep UF's IT personnel aware of changes and services available in the UF computing arena.

The June edition of *IT Connections* includes a letter from Vice Provost for Information Technology Dr. Chuck Frazier, a report on the most recent Peer2Peer training event, and an article on the new version of UF WebMail, as well as many other interesting and informative items.

Sponsored by the Office of Information Technology, the newsletter brings together news and information from all branches of UF-OIT to help keep you up-to-date on the latest happenings in this rapidly changing field.

Participants include Academic Technology, the UF Bridges Project (ERP), the data center (CNS), the Imaging Project, the Information Technology Training Committee, the various Information Technology Advisory Councils (ITAC), and Web Administration.

Currently planned as a quarterly Web publication, the first *IT Connections* newsletter debuted in June 2003.

See it at http://nersp.cns.ufl.edu/~oitnews and stay informed about IT at UF!
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